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Catherine Ryan Hyde
Raymond Jaffe feels like he doesn't belong. Not with his mother's new
family. Not as a weekend guest with his father and his father's wife.
Not at school, where he's an outcast. After his best friend moves away,
Raymond has only two real connections: to the feral cat he's tamed
and to a blind ninety-two-year-old woman in his building who's introduced herself with a curious question: Have you seen Luis Velez?
Mildred Gutermann, a German Jew who narrowly escaped the Holocaust, has been alone since her caretaker disappeared. She turns to
Raymond for help, and as he tries to track Luis down, a deep and unexpected friendship blossoms between the two.
Despondent at the loss of Luis, Mildred isolates herself further from a
neighborhood devolving into bigotry and fear. Determined not to let
her give up, Raymond helps her see that for every terrible act the world delivers, there is a
mirror image of deep kindness, and Mildred helps Raymond see that there's hope if you
have someone to hold on to.

Hours
Mon 10a-8:30p
Tues 10a-6:00p
Wed 10a-6:00p
Thur 1p-6:00p
Fri 10a-5:00p
Sat 10a-2:00p

Ready Player Two
Ernest Cline

The Searcher
Tana French

Anxious People
Fredrik Backman

Dreaming Death
Heather Graham

The Water Keeper
Charles Martin

Return to Virgin
River
Robyn Carr

The workplace is a magnet for clutter and
mess. Who hasn't felt drained by wasteful
meetings, disorganized papers, endless emails,
and unnecessary tasks? These are the modernday hazards of working, and they can slowly
drain the joy from work, limit our chances of
career progress, and undermine our well-being.
There is another way. In Joy at Work, bestselling author and Netflix star Marie Kondo and
Rice University business professor Scott
Sonenshein offer stories, studies, and strategies
to help you eliminate clutter and make space for work that really
matters.Using the world-renowned KonMari Method and cutting-edge
research, Joy at Work will help you overcome the challenges of workplace mess and enjoy the productivity, success, and happiness that
come with a tidy desk and mind.
650.1 KON

A collection of Tudor's signature watercolors, complete with images from her childhood home, are
complemented by inspirational quotations culled
from the words of Shakespeare, Mark Twain, Mother
Goose, and others.
J 082 TUD

Award-winning author Gretchen Rubin is back with a
bang, with The Happiness Project. The author of the
bestselling 40 Ways to Look at Winston Churchill has
produced a work that is “a cross between the Dalai
Lama’s The Art of Happiness and Elizabeth Gilbert’s
Eat, Pray, Love.” (Sonya Lyubomirsky, author of The
How of Happiness: A Scientific Approach to Getting
the Life You Want) In the vein of Julie and Julia, The
Happiness Project describes one person’s year-long
attempt to discover what leads to true contentment.
Drawing at once on cutting-edge science, classical philosophy, and real
-world applicability, Rubin has written an engaging, eminently relatable chronicle of transformation.
158 RUB

Closed January 18
in observance of
Martin Luther King Jr.

REFLECTIONS
For many, January is a time for selfreflection of the previous twelve months, an
evaluation of where they are going on the
road of life. Goals set, achieved,
unachieved, and small steps calculated towards a long-term goal. 2020 threw an unprecedented curveball never seen before,
with everyone hoping there would be a
quick wake up from this bad dream. As the
days turned into months, we wondered
how the library would continue operations
in this new restricted environment. Libraries
are about people, programs, materials, and
resource sharing. As adaptions to library
services were implemented to accommodate the new normal of social distancing,
materials and building sterilization, and
mask wearing, the library staff shined. As
librarians do in times of crisis and change,
they hold fast to their mission to serve, put
their heads down and persevere. New and
different ways to provide service were developed, such as curbside, online summer
reading program, grab and go kits, and remote learning assistance. A Special Projects
grant for the Maker Corner proceeded as
planned, with opening and associated classes beginning in June. The new 3D printer
made area first responders over 200 mask
buckles. As we begin 2021, we look forward
to discovering additional ways to continue
to serve, spark imagination and instill lifelong learning. We have much to be joyful
and thankful for.

CPL Popular Books of 2020
Adult Fiction:
Where the Crawdads Sing
by Delia Owens
Adult Non-Fiction:
Educated
by Jane O’Connor

Young Adult:
Skip Beat
by Yoshiki Nakamura

Juvenile Fiction:
Double Down
by Jeff Kinney
Juv. Non-Fiction:
Minecraft: Redstone
by Nick Farwell

Picture Book:
If You Give A Mouse A Brownie
by Laura Numeroff

AtoZDatabases - AtoZDatabases is ideal for sales leads, mailing lists, market
research, employment opportunities, and finding friends or relatives.
Gale Legal Forms - Access a wide selection of legal forms and legal information
resources.
Health Source - Health and wellness information for the consumer.

Hobbies and Crafts Reference Center - Wide range of how-to information for artists,
crafters, and hobbyists.
Home Improvement Reference Center- Do it yourself articles, images, and videos
from leading home improvement magazines.
Job and Career Accelerator - Job listings, resume and cover letter help, assessments, and organizational tools to help find the right career.
Learning Express Library – Self-paced classes and practice exams for all ages to
accelerate educational and career goals, including test prep for high school equivalency and college. Recursos en Español.
Small Business Reference Center – How to instructions for small businesses, such as
buying and selling a business, managing employees, creating a business plan, and
legal aspects.
Texas Law Help – Legal website with reproducible forms for civil legal issues.

New at the Cleburne Public Library

Punch Needle
Kit



 Burnet County History
and Cemetery Books
"Burnet County History, A Pioneer History, 1847-1979"
by Darrell Debo, Burnet County Historical Commission,
 Vol I and II.
Vol I - 390 pages of general history of Burnet County with full
name index.
Includes 1860 and 1870 county census; marriage records,
1852-1874; muster rolls of frontier guards; county officials;
WWI soldiers and sailors from county;
state legislators from county;
Texas Ranger pensioners
Vol II - Biographies of 344
Burnet County pioneer families with many pictures

